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The sixth Biennale of Sydney, curated, as was the fourth, by Nick Waterlow, brought to 

Australia works by artists from 21 countries, including Chile, Cuba, India, and Papua New 

Guinea. About 25 percent of the participating artists were women. Four Australian aboriginal 

artists were represented, as was an aboriginal performance group whose work is based on tribal 

rituals. The fairly wide representation of women and ethnic minorities reflected a desire to be 

socially as well as artistically true to the overall theme of this massive exhibition, which was 
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Post-Modernism, and attempts to foresee what it will develop into. Entitled “Origins, Originality 

+ Beyond,” the exhibition drew to Sydney several dozen artists and critics (including this one) 

for a ten-week round of lectures, panels, and performances, in which Post-Modernism was 

alternately lamented as a loss of moral direction and extolled as a sane corrective to Modernist 

extremes. For the most part, this discourse revealed an impressive lack of agreement about what 

Post-Modernism is—indeed, whether it is anything—and whether it’s good or bad for us. 

The artwork was exhibited in several venues. Painting was found primarily in the traditional 

museum building of the Art Gallery of New South Wales, sculpture in a massive building on a 

pier in Sydney Harbor, and performance at the Art Gallery, the Performance Space Theater, and 

else-where throughout the city. As in any show of this size, the curator made countless decisions 

that could be second-guessed by others. Most of the works chosen represented three types or 

categories of art. The central category comprised the self-consciously Post-Modern work, often 

quotational Already, a pretty standard list of artists has grown up for this type of work, and the 

majority on that list were here: Jiří Georg Dokoupil, Eric Fischl, Gérard Garouste, Neil Jenney, 

Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid, Thomas Lawson, Sherrie Levine, Carlo Maria Mariani, 

David Salle, Nancy Spero, Imants Tillers, and so on. Much of this work was impressive and 

elegant, from Tillers’ parody of an Anselm Kiefer to Salle’s familiar Sleeping in the Corners, 

1985. Some of it was callow and mechanical, like Philip Taaffe’s mock Bridget Rileys and 

Barnett Newmans, which seem to lack the critical sense so fundamental to appropriation work of 

this kind. Confronted with so much self-referential art, one had to be impressed all over again 

with the depth and intensity of our culture’s connection with painting, which is, as it were, 

ritually exorcised by works as different as Bertrand Lavier’s acrylic-daubed walls and Glen 

Baxter’s cartoonlike parodies of painterly intention and discourse. 

A second class of works was less definitively Post-Modem, and, however radical in terms of 

method and material, retained a classical Modernist air of religiosity or transcendence. In terms 

of the show’s conceptualization, this work illustrated a sense of “origins” that played off against 

the Post-Modern parodies of “originality” Wolfgang Laib’s arrangement of pollen into a diffuse 

rectangular shape, installed at the Welsh Bay pier, radiated the lush mysteriousness of nature in a 

sacralized or fetishistic way Eric Orr’s column of bronze, fire, and water (Prime Matter V, 1985) 

and his wall piece made of a broken human skull (Crazy Wisdom II, 1982) attempt to push us up 

against the wall of natural processes, of decay and death, sidestepping social and, to a degree, 

cultural concerns. Some of the most impressive work by Australian artists seemed to belong in 

this category, such as Ken Unsworth’s haunting Hymn to Beuys, 1983, a piano suspended in 

midair with a ringing telephone on it, and Robert Owen’s towers of found mechanical parts, 

weighted to the floor by their shadows to keep them from levitating. A third category was made 

up of looser choices serving specific purposes, often political, such as the curator’s wish to 

include the work of minority artists and to provide a comprehensive look at contemporary 

Australian art. 

This exhibition served two divergent purposes well. It showed the one-foot-in-Modernism-the-

other-in-Post-Modernism situation that Western art is now in, and pointed to the desire to give an 

account of the moment that would be true to both. It inserted Australian artists into the 

international discourse forcefully and impressively. All this unfolded in a surround of local 

problems or tensions—audiences sometimes hostile to contemporary art or its discourse, 



unsympathetic newspaper critics, a naive cult of personality, a limp response to feminist 

concerns—that gave outsiders a sense of the difficulty of this undertaking as well as of the need 

for it. 

—Thomas McEvilley 
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